
Restaurant Case Study: “From Zero to Hero: How Local SEO Transformed a
Struggling Las Vegas Restaurant” 

The Client
The client is a multifaceted establishment situated in the heart of Las Vegas, offering guests an 
unforgettable experience. As a restaurant, bar, and entertainment venue, they cater to patrons seeking 
delicious food, refreshing drinks, and exciting gambling opportunities. With an array of nightly events, 
including comedy shows, drag performances, dance parties, and DJ sets, the client provides a one-of-a-
kind atmosphere that keeps guests coming back for more. 

Problem

The client faced a significant challenge in attracting customers to their establishment. Despite offering 
a range of entertainment options, delicious food, and gambling opportunities, they struggled with low 
foot traffic due to various factors. Their website had minimal views, and their social media presence 
was virtually non-existent, resulting in poor online visibility. Additionally, their SEO strategy was not 
being effectively implemented, further hindering their ability to reach potential customers. As a result, 
the client required assistance to improve their online presence and drive more foot traffic through their 
doors.

Challenge

The primary challenge for the client was finding the right combination of local SEO, social media, and 
event promotion to attract customers to their establishment. While they offered a lot in terms of 
entertainment, food, and gambling, getting people through the door was proving to be a difficult task. 
Achieving the perfect balance of effective local SEO, social media marketing, and event promotion was
a daunting undertaking. The challenge was to develop a comprehensive marketing strategy that would 
not only increase their online visibility but also drive more foot traffic to their establishment and boost 
revenue.

Solution

To address the client's challenges of low foot traffic and poor online visibility, a multi-faceted solution 
was implemented. Firstly, targeted keywords were identified for events, which helped to improve 
search engine rankings and attract more visitors to the website. Secondly, different social media 
platforms were utilized for outreach, enabling the client to engage with a wider audience and drive 
interest in their establishment.

A competitive analysis of surrounding restaurants was also conducted to identify areas where the client 
could differentiate themselves and gain a competitive advantage. Additionally, local SEO strategies 
were employed to improve their visibility in Las Vegas.

The combination of these tactics proved highly successful in building local buzz and attracting both 
Las Vegas locals and tourists staying at nearby hotels. The consistent flow of nightly events provided 
valuable data on website visits and event attendance, enabling the client to further refine their 
marketing strategy and increase foot traffic to their establishment.



Results: User Traffic after first 90 days of new website (Google Analytics)

• Traffic is after new website went live
• All Social Media was used to promote 

events/food/gambling

Results: Organic Keywords acquired in the first 90 days of new website

Results: Google Business Profile (90 Days) 

Conclusion

In a highly competitive restaurant industry in Las Vegas, standing out among the over 4,000 
establishments is no small feat. To differentiate themselves from their competitors, our approach was to
keep customers informed of all ongoing events, games, and other activities at the establishment.

By adopting a comprehensive marketing strategy that focused on utilizing different social media 
platforms, targeted keywords, competitive analysis, and local SEO strategies, we were able to help the 
client improve their online presence and drive more traffic through their doors. Our approach kept the 
postings going and made potential customers want to learn more or visit the establishment in person.



Through consistent efforts to build local buzz and continuously engage with their audience, the client 
was able to increase foot traffic and attract both locals and tourists to their establishment. Ultimately, 
our approach proved successful in helping the client stand out among the vast number of restaurants in 
Las Vegas and achieve their business goals.


